WELLNESS
Best for weight loss

EVER
Yloser wins
Vivamayr in Austria combines Alpine luxu ry w ith a programme

so comprehensive

it will transform your health

st ory by Ja son Ba rlow

f you've heard of Vivamayr then you
probably also know that its clients
include supermodels, rock stars and
royalty. But don't be fooled: there
are no airs and graces in this Austrian
clinic, precious few distractions, and an
intense focus on one of the most basic
precepts of all: you are what you eat .
This is the opposite of faddish.
Austrian doctor and physician Franz
Mayr determined that gut health influences everything else, and Vivamayr's
two clinics - one in Altaussee, the other
in Maria Worth - make a strict dietary
regimen the core of a programme that

also encompasses de-stressing, detoxification, and physical and mental healing.
Friends who'd been advised me that it
would be tough, but that I'd feel incredible afterwards. Several other friends
were openly asking if I was feeling all
right, which was a suggestion that I certainly wasn't looking it.
There's no doubt that if you're going
to do Vivamayr, you've got to park your
inhibitions and suspicions, because at
first it's plain weird. The clinic's architecture is in the tradit ional wood beamed Austrian idiom, with a view
across Lake Altaussee that's so good

it inspire d the producers of the Bond
film Spectre to shoot there . But it's
a lso a registered hospital, the clinical atmosphere only slightly offset by
the absence of white coats; the staff
wear wh ite jeans and shirts instead .
There's also much talk of "the Cure",
the catch-all term for Vivamayr's magic
rather than Robert Smith's indefatigable doom - lords. Alarm bells start
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MittlMI
Look as good
as you feel
GQ's essential sportswear
and travel accessories ...

Castore Kit
Innovative material meets 1970s
sportswear design in this training
kit collaboration between luxe•
b rand Castore and te nnis legend
Andy Murray. £70 .
castore.com

ringing, and the scepticism I've practically weaponised over the years is
locked and loaded.
And so to my first appointment with
a doctor for a 30-minute medical assessment that bluntly clears a few things
up: I'm stressed, my diet is a disaster
and I'm overweight. Bowel movements
are discussed, we peruse the options on
the blood test menu, after which she
prescribes me a variety of pills. Some
of these will stay in my room, others
sit in a tray in my designated space in
the dining area. (I'm taking an antihis tamine , antiox idants , magnesium, and
vitam ins, as well as Epsom salts that
clear the toxins from the stomach and
liver, and an alkaline powder to reduce
stomach acid.) Abdominal treatments
follow, and an Applied K.inesiologytest
(placing food powders on my tongue)
reveals that I'm intolerant to caffeine,
dairy and egg white which weakens
my muscle response. My cholesterol is
also high; the cause is likely dietary, but
stress is also a factor.
Much to fix, then, and various ways to
do it. Traditional massage rubs shoulders
with an immune strengthening infusion
- an IV drip with a cocktail of vitamins
- an electrolysis footbath, and a nasal
reflex thera py that involves shoving
a cotton bud soaked in essential oils
up my nose. There's Hypoxi training oxygen is depleted and supplied to the
body at intervals to bio-energetically
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Youare instructedto chew
sothoroughlyit seemscomical...
until you feel the benefits
tra in the cells - water shiatsu with a gent leman called Erich
who swooshes me around a pool until I feel like crying (in a
good way), and a liver compress.
What is initially bizarre quickly becomes second nature ,
and even the day three crash - when the sugar and caffeine
withdraw! causes low mood, fatigue an d severe headaches
- isn't as wretched as billed. I walk the lake on three separate occasions, and hike in the mountains.
Food and drink? Well, none of the latter. You are instructed
to chew so thoroughly it seems comical until the benefits
reveal themselves and the bland food allows your traumatised
gut a chance to repair itse lf. The wa itresses attend to their
guests with a mixture of pity and "you're paying for it, don't
blame us" expressions. Dinner for the first four nights will be
ligb.t broth, which means that when a modest dish of Arctic
char is on the menu, it's the greatest thing I've ever tasted.
Hunger, you see, is normal. Constantly sating oneself with
sugary snacks is not. This is the revelation, along with the
discovery that your appetite can be tamed with a modicum
of self -control. After six days, I've lost 5kg, but better even
than that my energy levels are through the roof. Which also
means that stress is somehow more manageab le, too, and
the urge to exercise frequently is at a level I've never previously known. This is my kind of weird.
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UnderArmour HOVA Machlna
UA's flagship running shoe
for 2020 is faster , softer.
ighter and offers energy return
per stride. £140.
underarmour.co,uk

Horlzn ID MS suitcase
This desig n-it-yourself smart
luggage from Hor izn is ca binapproved, made from
aerospace-grade polycarbonate ,
and features a removable
smart charger . From £270 .
horizn-studlos.co.uk

EXCLUSIVETO HEALINGHOLIDAYS

Healing Holidays can arrange a 7-night Mayr Detox retreat
from £2,099 per person sharing, including British Airways flights.
transfers, full board accommodation and inclusions of the
BasicMedical Package.
For more details, visit: healingholidays.com/gq Tel:020-7529 8549.

Oakley Sutro
Oak ley has go ne back to the
archives for their new-range of
1980s-inspired eyewear. £135.
oakley.com

